News Briefs

Spring Enrollment Tops 3,000

For the first time in Gainesville College's history, spring enrollment has exceeded 3,000 students. The total number of students currently enrolled is 3,038. That is a 3.6% enrollment increase over the previous high spring semester enrollment, which was 2,932 last year.

Student Killed in Hit and Run in Dec.

Jonathan L. Huf sedan, a 19-year-old mechanical engineering major at Gainesville College, was killed in a hit and run accident on December 2, 2000. The accident occurred along I-85 north of Hamilton Mill Rd. in Buford.

*Editor's Note: Due to the varying stories reported by on-scene police, GC students, and local news outlets, "The Compass" cannot confirm any more specifics surrounding the terms of his death.

Read the editorial about Jonathan Huf sedan in the opinions section.

New Program Aids Latino Students

The Georgia Legislator has allocated $375,000 for Gainesville College, Dalton College, North Georgia College and State University and the University of Georgia to form a consortium that will develop and implement reproducible pilot projects, improving access to higher education for Latino students. For Gainesville College, Harriett Allison and Belinda Sauret will be taking charge of project design and implementation.

Library to Close Before Finals

By Nick Brown
nbo.compass@hotmail.com

John Harrison Hosch Library will be closing its doors for renovation on April 18, prior to Spring 2001 finals, and is scheduled to reopen on June 3. Byron Drew, Director of the Library and ACTT Center, explained that the library needs to be updated to meet ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) requirements, and that many things in the library are original since it was first erected in 1972. "It will be an inconvenience during this semester, so students should plan ahead," said Drew. The changes will include several bookshelves being removed on every row to allow all the aisles in the library to be widened. Other areas that previously contained single person study booths will also be removed. This will allow those areas to be widened to receive more space for group study tables. The restrooms will be renovated and carpets will be replaced. The main focus is to clean up the look of the library while making it more accessible to anyone with a disability.

Bids for the project begin Feb. 14, where a contractor will be hired for the job. If the bids are too high for the project, the renovation plan will be limited to the areas that students are active in. Offices and other areas of the library will then be renovated at a later time. "All the areas students see when walking into the library will be completed," Drew said.

The library staff will be relocated in the ACTT center while the library is closed. They will still be able to provide research assistance online and will be able to provide a small amount of the core materials that are used most by students.

Outlook Express Replaces Pegasus E-mail

By Chris J. Keen
cjee_compass@hotmail.com

Gainesville College has abandoned the old e-mail system in favor of web-based email. This semester, students need not fear losing files sent over e-mail from the school's e-mail system. The new system uses Outlook Express Web based e-mail to ensure compatibility at home and at school. Students can get to their e-mail through the college's web page. When asked why GC had chosen to abandon the old system, Brandon Haag, Director of Information Technology, responded by saying "The old one was showing its age." The 1992 DOS client based e-mail did not translate well into HTML, thus having little compatibility for students at home or work. Transfers were difficult and often failed on the receiving end. Students and staff were on separate systems. All these problems are completely or nearly eliminated on the new system.

"We wanted to bring everyone together for better calibration," states Haag. "We wanted to get everyone on the same system." The new system also carries many new and interesting additions. A calendar and contact manager are included in outlook. Students can save messages for later delivery or save their own messages for review. Since everyone is using the same system, users can search for contacts.
Renovated Pool Reopened in Early January

By Jen Kreuger
News Compass@hotmail.com

After nearly a year of being closed for renovations, the Gainesville College swimming pool reopened in early January. Students can now take classes that require the use of the pool. Students are also welcome to use the pool at their leisure.

"The pool itself was not actually renovated," said Vice President of Student Affairs Tom Walter. "Renovations were done on the surrounding structures. New walls and ceiling were installed." Also, according to Glenn Preston, Department Chair of Physical Education, new lighting was installed as well as new heating and cooling systems. The pool is now also handicap accessible for the first time in its 30-year history.

A handicap ramp was installed at the edge of the pool. Bob Howington, Vice President of Facilities, said the renovation project cost $713,085.

Walter also stated that many classes that could not be taught during the pool's renovation are now being taken by GC students. The life saving classes, beginning and intermediate swimming, water aerobics and water safety instruction are all now being taught, according to Walter.

Honors Foreign Language Classes Mesh with 1001 Classes

By Chris J. Keen
Cke_Compas@hotmail.com

Gainesville College will be offering a new foreign language classes in the spring.

According to Dale Crandall, head of the Foreign Language Department, honors Spanish and honors French courses will initially be "piggy-back" classes. Honors students will be integrated with the 1801 students, but will have extra requirements and reap extra benefits, but the grading policy will be no different for honors students than for students taking any other foreign language course.

"I believe honors courses at GC give students a golden opportunity to achieve more than they would in a regular class," Crandall said. "Students would instead be required to do some extra work, probably in the form of a project.

Crandall said he would like to see separate honors classes when faculty increases enough to support it. Currently there are no plans for honors Germa, Russian, or Japanese classes at GC.

According to school officials, one of the benefits of taking an honors class is the Honors Scholar Program. This program can grant enrolled students money for "GC on the Go," a type of field trip, as well as allowing earlier registration for classes. Another benefit of the program is that, once enrolled, a student can waive out of state tuition fees. In order to complete the Honors Scholar Program, a student must complete four courses in three different areas.

Spanish 1002 and other honors language courses can be counted in Area B. A single honors MLAN course or basic MLAN course can be credited to Area C.

An institution can only become accredited and a member of SACS after a scrutinizing self-evaluation and as assessment of peers. They must be reevaluated after five years and every ten years following, or when any significant changes are made concerning the entire institution. This process helps to affirm that the students, the actual consumers of the institution, are gaining a sufficient education.

"SACS actually accredits elementary, high schools, and colleges," said Neshbit. "But they have different commissions. We are accredited by the Commission of Colleges.

GC was approved by SACS to conduct an alternate self-study model. Currently, the faculty and staff of GC are involved in the self-evaluation of the college which requires the formation of committees. These include one main steering committee headed by Gina Reed, Self-Study director, to over see the progress of every program on campus. The compliance committees, headed by Byron Drew, Director of Library and ACCT Center, will see to the degree of which the school complies with 400 "must" statements.

There are 15 core values that GC tries to incorporate into its educational format. For now, strategic committees will evaluate four of them, one committee for each value:

1) our student oriented environment focused on students learning and growth, headed by Belinda Saarett, Professor of Foreign Language.

2) the growth and well-being of employees, overseen by Rick Kahat, Associate Professor of History.

3) the integration of technology into the fabric of the College, managed by Dr. Chris Jonick, Assistant Professor of Business Administration.

4) innovation and experimentation to facilitate progress and to advance knowledge, supervised by JB Sharma, Distinguished Professor of Physics.

The other nine core values will be evaluated one by one in annual reports to be made over the next nine years.

In order to pass the evaluation of SACS criteria, every aspect and program of GC must accommodate each of these values along with a list of "must" statements concerning the policies of the college. Surveys were used as a major factor in gathering information for the required "must" statements.

During a faculty retreat in August 2000, a self-study survey was designed and conducted to assess the effectiveness of GC in certain aspects of education to incorporate the school's core values.

Through this survey, current and former students as well as faculty and staff members were able to voice any concerns that they had or to discuss any thing that was not covered. Other surveys, concerning aspects such as the ACCT Center, entering students, community needs assessment, information technology, are conducted at various times throughout several years.

The analysis of the results of these surveys, especially the Self-Study survey, which was sent in August to staff and faculty, culminate into a final report. There are specific guidelines for the report to follow such as its structure, content, and even word processing requirements.

A visiting committee from other two-year member schools will evaluate the school based on its SACS compliance report in Spring 2002. During their week-long visit the team will investigate the school, appraising the school's integrity.

"As we get closer [to the visit from SACS], we will start to make students aware there will be a group of people on campus asking them questions," said Reed. "So there are no surprises." "The questions might range from, 'What do you think of student life here?' or 'Why did you choose Gainesville College?' or 'Do you have an opportunity to make suggestions for improvements?','" said Neshbit.

After the visit, they will make recommendations for other improvements to be made. If these improvements are made by the Fall 2002 deadline, the school will receive the full re-accreditation by the end of 2002.

Changes have already been made to the handbook to adhere to policy standards of the SACS "must" statements. The Faculty Handbook now requires faculty to include their office hours on their course syllabus. Many of the changes to be made are not in action, but in the written policies of the school.

"The college has always done well [in SACS reviews]," said Reed, also Associate Professor of Math. Over 90 faculty and staff members are involved in the committees and must take the time to gather information, conduct surveys, write reports and revise these reports.

On top of their responsibilities to GC/Nesbitt and Drew are both highly involved in SACS reviews of other schools. The two-year long process calls for the complete cooperation of the entire school.
‘THE COMPASS’ WINS 16 AWARDS

On Feb. 5, the Georgia College Press Association (GCPA) presented the staff of your favorite college newspaper, The Compass, with 16 GCPA awards, including a top honor in the “General Excellence” category.

This is an unprecedented accomplishment for two-year colleges in the state of Georgia and for the history of the Gainesville College student newspaper.

These awards, however, would not have been given to The Compass were it not for our readers, the students, faculty, and staff of Gainesville College. Your support and readership gives us a reason to work as hard as we do to provide you with the best coverage of all campus news and events.

Below, you will find the list of categories we won an award for, and what place we finished in among all of the two-year college newspapers in Georgia.

We thank you for picking up our monthly edition, and we hope you continue to do so throughout your time at Gainesville College.

3rd PLACE
- Best Editorial or Editorial Series
- Best Campus Community Service through Features

2nd PLACE
- Best Editorial or Editorial Series
- Best Campus Community Service through Editorial Excellence
- Best Entertainment Feature (“Searching for the Mystical Chocolate Eclair” by Bryan James, Fall Issue 3)
- Best Sports Story (“National Rower Teaching Class at Lanier” by Jon Krueger, Spring 2000 Issue 2)
- Best Feature Story (“Sandler Avoids Letting Celebrity Success Go to Head” by Kami Stevens and David Brandt, Fall Issue 3)

1st PLACE
- Best Photograph in Editorial or Feature
- Best Sports Photo (Luke Bareis)
- Best News Article based on Objective Reporting (“Student Suspended from Campus in Oct.” by Jon Krueger and Joy Harper)
- Best Column (“Yeah, You Heard Me...” - David Brandt)
- General Photography
- General Advertising
- Improvement Award
- Best Campus Community Service through News
- General Excellence

Campus Tobacco Policy

Because of the harmful effects of smoking and use of other tobacco products on an individual’s health and also because the college wants to protect non-smokers from the harmful effects of second-hand smoke, the college has established the following policy:

No use of any tobacco products is allowed in any buildings on campus or on the grounds, except in the shelter areas designated as smoking areas. All tobacco products are to be disposed of in the receptacles in the smoking shelters.

Students, faculty, and staff are urged to abide by the policy which means that there will be no smoking as one crosses the campus.

Such a policy also helps with the cleanliness of our College.
Author Helps Tribute MLK Day

By Jon Krueger
news_compass@hotmail.com

Author Velma Maia Thomas believes that one of the most important chapters in African-American history is one that is seldom told. She believes that the post-Reconstruction era of the 1870s up to the birth of the Civil Rights Movement in the late 1950s was a period in black history full of inspirational stories and great achievements.

In a speech delivered on January 12 in the Gainesville College Auditorium as part of a tribute to Martin Luther King’s birthday, Thomas promoted her new book Freedom’s Children: The Passage from Emancipation to the Great Migration, as well as sharing select passages from the book with the audience.

“Most of the time when we speak of our history, we go from slavery, to Civil Rights,” Thomas stated in her speech. “We don’t talk about Emancipation and we don’t talk about Reconstruction and all that went on...we need to find out what happened during those years.”

Thomas stated she initially believed that nothing significant happened to African-Americans during that time period. It wasn’t until she began the research for her book, she said, that she had “an eye-opener.”

“When you speak of this time of Reconstruction, you speak of a time when black people were making tremendous gains,” Thomas stated. “You speak of a time when we were holding elected offices, you speak of a time when we were land owners, you speak of a time when we were educating our own. You speak of a group of black people who would not be defeated.”

Thomas also stated that she believes these times were just as important as the Civil Rights Era. She also spoke of the compromise Election of 1876, where Rutherford B. Hayes was granted the presidency in a razor-thin election, in turn for Northern troops to be removed from the South.

“When [the troops] were pulled out the South, Thomas stated. “All hell broke loose. The [Ku Klux] Klan could do whatever it wanted to. Poll taxes and grandfather clauses were established to disenfranchise us.”

“Thomas spoke of the rise of the Ku Klux Klan towards the turn of the century. She also told a heart-wrenching story of a black man who was lynched in front of his family.

“Blacks were lynched when people thought we were becoming too equal,” Thomas stated.

Thomas also went on to speak of the “great migration” of blacks from the South to northern states at the end of World War II. She said that by that time, black families had saved enough money to leave the South and begin a new life in the north. Thomas called on personal experience for this part of her speech, referring to her mother, who moved from the Deep South to Detroit before she was born.

Thomas stated that she spent almost a year and a half researching and writing her book. She also said that collectors sold her different artifacts that once belonged to African Americans who lived during the Reconstruction era.

Thomas concluded her speech by saying, “[African-Americans] have to tell [their] stories. Life has never been easy for black people, but the energy is still there: we still have a war to wage.”

Author Helps Tribute MLK Day

Hoi Polloi

Hoi Polloi, GC’s student essay magazine won a first place from the American Scholastic Press Association for the fifth year in a row. Congratulations to student editor Christine Goss and faculty advisor Bob Croft.

Winners were recently announced for the 2000 Gainesville Writing Contest.

First place winners received $100, second place winners won $50, and third place finishers won $25.

For the formal essay category, Pam Slappey finished in first place, Morgan Carroll in second, and Rebecca Mitx received third.

In the informal essay category, winners included Seth Steele in first place, Linda Henderson in second, and Claire Nagel finishing in third.

In the short story category, Ken Abbott finished in first, followed by Jon Krueger and Josh Vaughn, respectfully.

Ken Abbott also grabbed first place in the poetry category, while Sarah Seamen placed second, and Joy Harper finished in third.

- Tricia Madison

Atlanta keeps Growing

Bachtel discusses metro demographics

By Jon Krueger
news_compass@hotmail.com

Using convincing demographic statistics in a speech on January 24 in the Continuing Education Auditorium, University of Georgia sociologist Doug Bachtel, stated that he believes Hall County will be designated a metro-Atlanta area by 2003.

“Is Atlanta coming to Hall County?” Bachtel stated during his speech. “It’s here.”

Bachtel stated that the Atlanta area is second only to the Los Angeles area in fastest growth in the nation.

“During the decade of the nineties, 63.7% of Hall County’s growth was from new people moving in,” Bachtel stated.

Bachtel also pointed out that while Georgia’s African-American percentage was 28.7%, Hall County’s population of African-Americans is only 10.4%.

“The reason Hall County is only 10.4% is because...the African-American population is concentrated in the south of the state because of plantation and agriculture [of the past],” Bachtel stated.

Bachtel revealed that according to 1999 estimates, Hall County’s Hispanic population is 8.9% and he believes that estimate is low because he believes many Hispanics weren’t counted when the estimates were constructed.

Bachtel went on to discuss education in Hall County, and pointed out that 1/3 of the population in Hall County does not have a high school diploma.

“The [high school] drop-outs tend to stay, and that is a problem,” Bachtel stated.

Bachtel also pointed out a statistic that showed the state of Georgia pays, $25 to house a prisoner for a day, $100 to house a juvenile in a detention center for a day, but only $25 to educate a child for one day.

Bachtel also went on to discuss infant mortality, he said, which is 11% in Georgia. He stated that infant mortality rate and education are related.

“Georgia has a higher infant death rate than Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan, Spain and Cuba,” Bachtel stated. “This is a prime indicator of quality of life and is related to the mother’s education attainment level.”
Hanks Comes Alive In *Cast Away, Disobedience* Humors With Realism

**Cast Away**
Twenty-First Century Fox, Dreamworks

Most people cannot imagine being stranded on a desert island for years. Though many dream of such an opportunity or joke about the one thing they would take with them, most people find themselves in such a position don’t have a choice and rarely make it home.

*Cast Away* is a film about a man who must learn to live with nothing and survive on faith. After a horrific plane crash in the middle of the ocean, Chuck Noland (Tom Hanks, *The Green Mile*) finds himself alone, with no food or shelter and no tools for survival. He holds on the one treasure he has in life, a pocket watch with a picture of his love, Kelly (Helen Hunt, *What Women Want*).

Noland’s only comfort is an imaginary relationship with a volleyball. He keeps his sanity by releasing his emotions and thoughts toward the volleyball. He learns how to survive on nature, but comes close to the edge a few times trying to escape its perpetual call. After being stranded for five years he finds a way off the island and returns home. His life as he knew it has been literally cast away and he must start a new one.

The compelling view of one angry and confused man is captured well by director Robert Zemeckis (*What Lies Beneath*). There is a long time during which Noland says very little, and for about an hour, he is the only character you see. The audience doesn’t really get to know how Chuck survived or how he came so close to ending his life at one point. Nor do they get the complete ending to the story if he makes it in life. This film is really only about an experience that one man has and how he talks to the jungle noises and a volleyball.

Their are mixed feelings about the film because it was interesting to watch, but it wasn’t really a feel-good movie. It is worth seeing on the big screen, though, just for the full impact of the plane crash and the beautiful scenery. It’s disappointing that more of the island was not explored. —*Jim LaNier*

---

*Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon*  
*Sony Pictures Classics*

*Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon* is probably the greatest martial art action story since Bruce Lee’s first major Hollywood blockbuster, *Enter the Dragon*. Not only is it filled with about two-and-a-half hours worth of incredible acrobatic-fight-sequences and hand-to-hand combat clashes, director Ang Lee (* Sense and Sensibility*) also manages to fit romance and drama into the mix, preventing any woman in the audience from disappointment because their date thought that watching an action flick was suitable for a romantic evening.

The plot follows two warriors, Li, played by Chow Yun-Fat (*The Replacement Killers*), and Yu, played by by Michelle Yeoh (*Tomorrow Never Dies*), who are seeking out a thief known as the Jade Fox. She is responsible for taking a sacred sword — once belonging to Li — from the governor of the land. As the two warriors battle bandits and gangsters to recover the sword, they become drawn between the love they have for each other and the duty they must carry out as warriors.

In pursuit of the master thief, they must watch over the governor’s daughter, Jen, played by Ziyi Zhang (from the forthcoming *The Roof*), who is married in the near future. Torn between royal tradition and the true love she has for a desert thief, Jen gains possession of the sacred sword, but her the edge she needs to escape her fate and decide which direction she wants to lead her life.

All of these elements blend together into one powerful story of physical prowess, fierce triumph, and crushing tragedy, and neither the audience nor the characters know what their warfare will cost them in the end.

The geographical setting for much of the film’s scenes is absolutely breathtaking, as though the story occurred in a forbidden holy city that was undiscovered by evil or darkness. World-renowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma (*Seven Years in Tibet*) provides the film’s score, which alternates between graceful softness and jagged rock. The action choreography, planned by Woon-Ping Yuen — best known for his kung-fu wire-battle styles in *The Matrix* and its forthcoming sequels — is as vigorous as it is mind-blowing. Every punch, kick, and sword maneuver is engaged down to steady blows and brisk accuracy. Yun-Fat and Yeoh are both well-known for their aggressive fighting ability, but the other actors in the film don’t exactly throw light slaps, either.

It’s got action, drama, suspense, romance, and is a great example of first-rate storytelling. Anyone who doesn’t see *Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon* will be missing out on seeing something that could only be described as spectacular — for lack of a better word.

—*David Brandt*

---

**Disobedience**

*Double day Publishing*

Jane Hamilton’s fourth novel, *Disobedience*, is an intriguing and humorous story about the problems a teenage boy, Henry, encounters in his senior year of high school. The emotional upheaval that Henry faces is more than most teenagers would ever want to even consider handling, but he moves through it all with fumbling grace.

The main problem, which is the entire theme of the novel, is Henry’s accidental discovery of his mother’s love affair via e-mail. Suddenly his world is turned upside down and he finds himself following this affair, saving the e-mails both to and from his mother and printing them to add to his *File.*

Henry and the people that surround him daily are interesting characters, to say the least. Henry plays a mean cello, but he also listens to heavy metal, doesn’t care-about-life music. He wears his hair long and in a ponytail, as well as wire-rimmed glasses that make him feel more independent. He lives with his obsessive; history-teaching father; his adulterous, piano-playing mother; and his hard-core, Civil War-reenacting younger sister, Elvira. His best friend, Karen, is a poet and dresses the part down to a toe; cape, beret, long black skirts, and long-stemmed cigarettes. His love interest, Lily, is the type he would want to take home to meet his parents. His mother’s lover is a musician who makes violins and lives in an exact replica of Abe Lincoln’s old cabin.

Henry is the narrator of the story, and is nearly a decade older when he reveals this story of his most memorable teenage year. It was a bit confusing at first because Henry tends to get tangled in stories that don’t seem to have any relevance to his mother’s adulterous behavior.

As the book progresses, all the extra stories connect and their purpose becomes clear. His mother describes her affair as “an old story” — an old story that shatters Henry’s image of living in the perfect family. He has to deal with the many emotions that come with this new dawning.

Jane Hamilton put together a splendid novel, one in which it’s easy to forget the author and narrator are not one in the same. Henry’s first person narration makes him seem that much more realistic. I found it hard to put the book down once it started to get interesting. I am sure her other novels, *The Book of Ruth, A Map of the World,* and *The Short History of a Prince* are sure to be just as entertaining.

—*Heather Daniel*
Dear Abbott...

Have a major problem on your mind? You can ask "Dear Abbott" (and the people he'll go to if he doesn't know the answer himself) about anything. Just get online, either through the GC campus network or your own e-mail provider, and send an e-mail to Dear_Abbott@hotmail.com. While your answer may not be featured in the newspaper, you will still receive a reply.

TOP TEN
Worst ways to say, "I Love You."

10. "If it weren't for that incredibly hot sister of yours, you'd be my number one."
9. "Your love makes me feel all gooey inside...like the mold on the bread in my kitchen."
8. "I just want to be your 'hanging chad'."
7. "It's really adorable how your hair just falls out of your head."
6. "These flowers should be a reminder of what you're missing from your garden."
5. "You never look more romantic than when you're paying for dinner, baby."
4. "Your eyes are as beautiful as...well...did you ever see 'Alien'?"
3. "You seem like the type of woman who could intern at the White House."
2. "I only have three words to say to you...take it off."
1. "Here's to you, Mrs. Robinson."
New Feature for Showing-Off Poetic Genius

Hello, and welcome to the newest column of The Compass. My name is Tricia Madison and I am a Journalism major here at Gainesville College. Although my focus as a career in writing is based on real-world events, I am also a true lover of the creative arts.

During the Fall 2000 semester, I had the pleasure of attending a creative writing course here at GC. To my surprise, I encountered many students who were as passionate about writing as I am. I have created this column with the hope that it will provide GC students with a forum for which to have their poetry published.

Please feel free to email me at Tmad_compass@hotmail.com personally or drop off any works that you would like me to place in the Poetry Corner. If you wish to remain anonymous, I cannot guarantee that your work will be published. However, I am always happy to receive free reading material.

Also, The Compass editorial board has reserved the right to reject any material that he deems inappropriate for publication. In other words, just because something doesn't get published doesn't mean that they didn't like it. Everyone is susceptible to censorship.

I am delighted to have the opportunity to share some of the creative genius that resides here at GC. I have decided to include some of my own work in the first issue of this semester to show others that it doesn't really matter what anyone thinks about your work. Poetry is often misunderstood because each person interprets a poem differently.

To see the love in his eyes forever fills my heart. I am eternally grateful that he gave me a new start.

*The Compass editorial board has reserved the right to reject any material that he deems inappropriate for publication.

A New Beginning
Too often I have turned the corner not realizing what was there. Made decisions all alone without a thought or care.

I have lived my life relentlessly swaying back and forth. Never really concerning myself with anything trusting life to take its course.

And then the day arrived and I had to make the choice. Whether to carry this child inside or forever feel a void.

At long last, a son was born and my life multiplied. I had chosen to become a mom and my life was no longer mine.

Each second of the day belonged only to him. A mother's continuous struggle to create a man among men.

To the one who's love forever fills my heart.
I am eternally grateful
That he gave me a new start.

"A New Beginning was written shortly after I found out that I was pregnant at the age of 16. I would like to dedicate this to my son, and all of the young ladies who have faced this situation."

Pretty?
WHAT IS SO PRETTY
ABOUT ME?
He says that I am pretty. Though I investigate each imperfection. Repulsed by the cellulite that surrounds my thighs. Nauseated by the dimples on my buttocks. I fail to see what is so pretty about me.

LIPOSUCTION is the key. But the key to what is what I ask myself. Dependent toward the mirror's reflection. Not even size 5 jeans can cure this obsession. That damn scale will never display what I want to weigh. WHAT IS SO PRETTY ABOUT ME?

Band, Chorus perform in Savannah

By Tricia Madison
Tmad_compass@hotmail.com

On Jan. 24, 10 Gainesville College music students traveled to Savannah, Georgia to perform in the All-College Chorus and Band event.

The statewide collegiate show is compiled of Georgia's most talented music students. GC students were pre-selected by Lynn Latham, Director of Music Department.

"This event is extremely important because it allows GC students the opportunity to rehearse and perform major works, with a chorus of 300 or more students," said Latham.

Along with the opportunity to perform with a large chorus, GC music students who attended the event were able to work with internationally famous conductor Anthony Goodchild, who once composed a melody for the late Princess Diana.

"Not many freshmen are able to experience such a wonderful event," said Julie Williams, a Dental Hygiene major. "I was able to learn a great deal from Mr. Goodchild about the differences between English pronunciation and American pronunciation in music."

After three days of rehearsals, the All-College Chorus and Band delivered their musical performance, which concluded the Georgia Music Educators Conference at the Savannah Civic Centre.

Selected GC performers included Brittany Harrison, who auditioned and won 1st chair clarinet in Band; and chorus members Brandy Freeman, Lauren Heidensfelder, Matt McClure, Kenny Park, Julie Williams, Jamila Hunter, Ilyna Ivaschenok, Kaycee Jeffers, Jennifer Hogan, and Shawna Powell.

Horoscopes for the Month of February

**Aries (March 21- April 19)**
Today is not a good day to be yourself. In fact, that might even be dangerous. Be someone else, until further notice.

**Taurus (April 20- May 20)**
Good day to doodle.

**Gemini (May 21- June 20)**
You didn't sleep well, last night. You won't sleep well tonigh In fact, chances are very good that you'll be tired and cranky for the rest of your life. Try to think of this as an opportunity to grow spiritually.

**Cancer (June 21- July 22)**
You will be harassed by cats today. Hungry, irritable cats. Feed them!

**Leo (July 23- August 22)**
Do not snatch a jelly donut today, when no one is looking. The chocolate frosted one is much better.

**Virgo (August 23- September 22)**
Excellent day for a bubble bath. If you don't have a little yellow rubber duckie, you'll need to get the first, of course.

**Libra (September 22- October 22)**
Two people near you will engage in sudden, violent, rubber-band warfare. You will be caught in a crossfire, and severely thwarted. Next time, consider wearing protective headgear indoors.

**Scorpio (October 23- November 21)**
Once you're that far behind in class, there's really no way to get caught up. You might as well do something fun instead. You can tell your teachers you learned it was ok.

**Sagittarius (November 22- December 21)**
Your neighbors will have a wild party, which you'll catch glimpses of through the open window.

**Capricorn (December 22- January 20)**
You will be followed by people who look suspiciously like shoe salesmen. Try to remain calm - they can sense fear.

**Aquarius (January 21- February 18)**
Your slogan for the week should be "Carpe Diem", or "Seize the Day!" Once you seize it, give it a swift kick in the butt, just to prove you mean business.

**Pisces (February 19- March 20)**
In this world you have a choice between being clever, and being pleasant. I recommend pleasant.
GTA Performs in Feb.

Alan Kilpatrick and Ariel Weeks will star as Darcy and Elizabeth in the Southeastern premiere of Christina Calvó's stage adaptation of Jane Austen's novel, Pride and Prejudice, will be performed at Brenau's Pearce Auditorium, Feb. 20-25. Auditions for "Bus Stop" will be held on Feb. 26 at 6 pm at Gainesville College's Ed Cabell Theater. They will be open to professional and amateur actors for three female and five male roles to perform in the April 17-29 production.

Student Wins President's Award for NYC Art

Jessie Milligan, recent recipient of the President's Award for Art, displays her artwork for Gainesville College President Martha Nesbitt. Milligan's artwork is composed of photographs she took on a trip to New York City in November 2000. The artwork can be viewed hanging in the President's Office.
EDITORIAL

New Flag Lacks Appeal

Concerning the issue of the Georgia state flag, The Compass staff is just as divided as everyone else seems to be. We do agree, however, on some advantages and disadvantages of the new flag.

The greatest advantage of the new flag is that it offends fewer people. A state flag should never cause feelings of inferiority or oppression, even if this was not the original intent of the former flag. Also, the historical context of the former state flag is recognized — along with other past Georgia state flags — on the bottom of the new flag.

The disadvantages of the new state flag are obvious. Many people feel that the new flag is not a sufficient compromise because the former state flag is still represented. Then again, some people will never be satisfied with any changes made to the flag.

The projected cost of changing the flag design on all Georgia-owned items that bear the Confederate symbol is estimated to be billions of tax dollars on the conversion.

And where will these funds come from? Tax money, of course.

The fact that the Southern Christian Leadership Conference helped enforce the change in the state flag by threatening to sever all tourism and other economic connections is bothersome, but at the same time, encouraging. This shows us that people can make a difference whether an issue is worth fighting for or not. Though we don’t like being told how to run our state, we cannot ignore that the SCLC threat to boycott was successful.

Nevertheless, there are some things we may never understand about the new state flag, like why an architect was asked to design it, as opposed to a professional artist.

Maybe if they left the seal by itself — a seal that symbolizes moderation, wisdom, and justice — this long-fought debate over the flag can finally end.

Student Opinion Poll

Did you prefer the old Georgia flag or the new ‘historical’ design?

Brandon Baker, Undecided major

“I prefer the old flag because it’s [part of] history and I don’t think it needs to be changed.”

Heather Jackson, Pre-Law

“I didn’t like the confederate symbol on the old flag. I liked the flag they used before they put the confederate symbol on it.”

How do you feel about spending billions of tax dollars on the conversion?

Tara Mayweahter, Computer Information Systems

“If they’ve got that much money to spend, that’s fine. It doesn’t matter as long as it makes people happy.”

Alex Medina, Criminal Justice

“I think the cost is ridiculous considering it’s just thread. I think it’s dumb to change a bunch of flags just because some people are offended by them.”

Opinions
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Advertising Information

The deadline for reserving ad space and submitting ad copy is the 30th of each month at 12 p.m. There are no exceptions to this policy. For rate information, call our offices at (770) 718-3820. Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Advertising space cannot be reserved over the phone. The Compass is located behind the Cyber Cafe in the Student Center, Landrum Education Drive, Gainesville, Georgia 30507. Questions regarding advertising billing should be directed to Andrea Brock at 770-718-3820.

Letter Submission

The Compass welcomes all letters to the editor and will print letters on a timely and space-available basis. Letters should be hand-delivered, mailed to Gainesville College, or E-mailed to dbra78796@mercury.ggc.peachnet.edu. Letters should be addressed to David Brandt, Editor-In-Chief. All letters must be signed. Letters should not exceed 100 words. Any letters not meeting these criteria are not considered by the Editorial Board of the Compass to be valid intent and will not be printed.

WE’RE NOT PROFESSIONALS

It has come to our attention that many GC students think that the people who work on The Compass are proficient in the ways of journalism.

Well, we’re students, just like you. We are always learning new lessons every time we publish an issue.

So if you ever want to take a leap into newspaper or creative writing, don’t be afraid to stop by our office (located behind the Cyber Cafe), and talk to our editor in chief, David Brandt, or e-mail him at:

edchief_compass@hotmail.com

He will be glad to help you get started.
YOU HEARD ME...

Hello friends.

A few weeks ago, the news broke that Rev. Jesse Jackson had an illegitimate 20-month-old child. This now makes it official: I don’t believe in anyone who has any kind of public power or influence.

For many years, Jackson has been known in this country for his progressive beliefs in civil rights and for his moral leadership. I’m going to say that again, because it bears repeating: “...his MORAL LEADERSHIP”. I almost decided to stop writing a column discussing how awful a concept it is to hear that someone like Jackson did something so wrong and so contrary to everything he has preached and stood for in his public career. A couple of days after I heard about this, however, I reminded myself of one thing that I know is true about him.

Jesse Jackson is a politician, and as we have learned over the years, politicians are liars who have the tendency to think they are gods. Having “reverend” in front of his name does not separate him from this category. He could have been called “Pope Jesse Jackson” and he still would have fallen in with the Washington crowd.

A few years ago, Newt Gingrich resigned as Speaker of the House of Representatives and later revealed that he was having extramarital affairs with someone who worked in his office. Within the two weeks that followed, the House went through 2 or 3 different speakers, each of whom resigned immediately because they had also committed or been committing adultery. I can’t remember correctly, but I’d swear that one of those guys quit about 15 minutes after they got the job.

Even Rep. Henry Hyde (R-Illinois), who was head of the House Judiciary Committee during the recent impeachment trial, added his name to the list of men whose wives apparently were not good enough for them. In the late 1960s, as a husband and father of four sons, Hyde had an affair with a Chicago beauty stylist for nearly five years, a relationship that eventually destroyed the life of his mistress’s family. And somehow, someway, Hyde managed to keep moving on in the political arena because people — this part cracks me up — believed in him.

And don’t think I’m going to end this column without mentioning what happened with “Slick Willy” Clinton. The man brought adultery and dishonesty to a fine art form, one that would be equivalent to sculpting or bonsai tree trimming. Compare him to JFK all you want, but I think he’s made a nice place for himself in history that’s all his own, because you have to be one cocky dumbass to think that you can get out of trouble before a grand jury by trying to get the prosecutor to define the word “is.”

And let us never forget that grand ol’ tune: “Hail to the chief, he was the only one getting laid...” And if you’ve ever met anybody who works in D.C., then you know that they wish they were getting laid as much as he was, too.

Let’s review:

— In the absence of moral leadership, people must look to themselves to know what is morally right and wrong. Don’t look to the person you voted for to get the ethical answers.

— Contact your local, state, and/or national representatives sometime and ask them whether or not they are a faithful husband or wife. It is your business to know whether or not the person you elected is getting a little wicked something on the side, and whether or not it’s being done in a hotel room that’s being paid for by your tax dollars.

— If you are questioning your own moral decency after reading this column, then let me assure you that I know exactly what is socially accepted as right and wrong. Right: having sex with one spouse only. Wrong: having sex with another person’s spouse, pets, automobiles, office furniture, anything that beeps. And if you think that there is absolutely no one left to trust, then just stay up one night until 2:00 a.m., when Cleo-the-Tarot-Card-Lady starts popping up in your dreams.

— David Brandt is editor in chief of The Compass. You can respond to his thoughts by e-mail at edchief_compass@hotmail.com.

Opinions

GC is the place to live and learn

What’s “Liberal” about “Liberal Arts”?

Gainesville College is where we come to gain the knowledge and skills that will help us succeed and prosper, but knowledge consists of more than just facts, and not everything we learn needs to be practical.

You may have heard some people say that the purpose of a college education is to become “well-rounded.” Well-roundedness forms the basis of what is traditionally called a “liberal arts” education. The word “liberal” here does not necessarily refer to politics (though many academics are liberals in that sense), but to an intellectual orientation toward the world in which we live, an orientation that values knowledge for its own sake, not just as a means to an end, but as an end in itself.

In a book called The Idea of a University, John Henry Cardinal Newman defined “liberal knowledge” as, among other things, an “illumination,” a “habit,” and an “inward endowment.” Knowledge, he said, means the formation of character.

So this is where we come not only to succeed in our lives, but to reflect on what our work and our success and our lives really mean.

As Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “The unexamined life is not worth living.” For we are not just producing and consuming machines, but human beings. We are more than our bank accounts, our SUVs, and our cell phones.

This is where we come to assess the value of our lives, not just the sum of our assets.

This is where we come to theorize and to philosophize.

This is where we come to read books.

This is where we come to write and talk about books.

This is where we come to share what we know, but this is also where we come to find out what we don’t know, and what we don’t know that much.

This is where we come to absorb new music and new images that we will never buy at the supermarket checkout counter, never be exposed to at the Mall of Georgia, movie theater or record stores, never even see or hear on television.

This is where we come to understand, not just to judge and condemn.

This is where we come to open our minds, not to keep them closed.

This is where we come to consider things from the other person’s point of view.

This is where we come to talk to people who disagree with us, precisely because they disagree with us.

This is where we come to be challenged.

This is also where we come to respect and honor diversity, male and female, straight and gay, black and white and yellow and brown.

This is where we come to empathize, not to alienate.

This is where we come to love, not to hate.

All it takes on the part of students is a little intellectual curiosity, and the decision to make the most of what this incredible facility at Gainesville College has to offer.

This little campus is where we come to learn about the big, wide world.

HERES WHAT WE THINK

Hail to the Chief, hope we don’t get screwed... We’ve entered new territory with George W. Bush in the oval office. Well, not entirely new territory. He runs on about the same things that his father did: tax cuts, increased military spending, education improvements.

You know, when his father was president, only one of those plans really came true. Guess which one it was?

Sneaky, sneaky, sneaky...Georgia’s secret decision-making process over the flag change upset a lot of people, as did the result. Everyone knew that the debate was going to hit the floor of the capitol within the coming year, but nobody knew when. It was a waiting game, and all people involved were surprised in the end. While a resolution to the old debate still remains to be seen, we are one step closer to getting it right. Maybe if we removed that ugly thing on the bottom of the new design...

Guess all of our research will have to be done on the Web... The library will be closing down on April 18 for renovations. This means all of those students who planned to work on their final projects during the week before finals had better make new plans. Nobody is getting in there when they lock the doors, so do your research early....like over Spring Break, if you like to have that boring of a vacation.

We’re still using hotmail... Outlook Express has been installed onto the Gainesville College computer network, making garbage for the “deleted files” folder out of the old Pegasus system. While the new program looks more organized and can carry large file attachments, it is still not the preferred choice of The Compass staff... who doesn’t check their e-mail most of the time, anyway.
Friends, family remember Jonathan Husfeld

Jonathan Husfeld was a man of many friends and few foes.

Actually, throughout our entire friendship, I can't recall one person who met Jonathan and did not enjoy his company or find him intriguing. He was a light that shined on everyone. He always brought a smile to those who knew him.

Even now—with him gone—the only way I can seem to get through this is by remembering all of the wonderful times we had. Looking back, he and I never had an argument. Jonathan wasn't really one to quarrel. He was never judgmental; he always accepted people for who they were. He was also a good Samaritan. If anyone was ever in trouble, Jonathan would happily go out of his way to lend a helping hand. He had a good heart and made many sacrifices for others.

Jonathan was always an individual, but he managed to fall into any crowd. But wherever he went, he would stand out with his

I.D. Cards Have Advantages, Disadvantages In On-Campus Use

On many college campuses, I.D. cards found among every student, stowed away in some corner of his wallet or her purse has a magnetic strip on the back. The current card only holds a student I.D. number. But I was told by Tom Walter, Vice President for Student Development, that changing the system to one that would hold credits on it for student purchases is not an impossibility.

The I.D. card is currently used for checking out books and getting into the weight room in the gym. It seems that a system like this could be used for even greater purposes. Wouldn't it be great if students could go over to the bookstore and pay the cashier with cash, a check, or even a Visa or Mastercard instead of a student I.D.? Then the card would be a lot like a pre-paid phone card.

Walter explained to me that in the state of Georgia an educational institution is allowed to use a pre-paid service, but cannot extend credit, allowing this type of system to be both beneficial and legal. Students could then use this card instead of having to constantly keep cash. The cafeteria could then swipe the card when the student needed something to grab some supplies. The credit students put on the card would then be taken off as it was spent. So if a $20 credit is placed on an I.D. card, students could pay for everything on campus with the card until it ran out of credit. This would allow students the benefit of creating their own meal plans, and keep some of us from having to dig around the seats of our cars for spare change.

The system could also be implemented into further areas, as well. Many schools, like Auburn University, have scanners on their vending machines to allow students to pay for snacks with their pre-paid I.D. card. AU also places pre-paid credits for school plays and other student sponsored events on the cards—which slide through a scanner at the doorway of the event—in place of using a ticket.

Other colleges, like the University of Georgia, have scanners set up at various computers to allow students to pay for computer paper if they run out of paper credits.

Each semester GC grows larger and more people are on campus. With more students comes more needs; this is one that should be addressed. If you agree with the idea to start a credit program for student I.D. cards, please speak with a member of the student council or speak to Tom Walter at twalter@hermes.gce.peachnet.edu or (770) 718-3877. Let them know that you are in support of extending the use of our student I.D.

You can respond to Nick's thoughts at nbro_compass@hotmail.com.

'Eevil Rich' Should Take Blame for Poor Economy

The first thing you need to know is that the headline doesn't have any typos in it.

With the electric dysfunction over and Bush preparing to face controversy in nearly every area of his first few days in office, it is only to be expected that he will be bombarded with accusations.

"Bush will poison the air and water, kill all the wolves, caribou to drill oil, force everyone to smoke cigarettes, put black people in the back of the bus and women back in the kitchen, snatch food away from poor children...just so the 'Eevil Rich' can make a few more dollars."

Everyone knows who the 'Eevil Rich' are. These are the guys (always guys, and always white guys) who make their living off of the poor. These are the guys who control the government, never pay their fair share in taxes, and cast our nation into depression while their Swiss bank accounts fill to bursting with blood money. With all this known about the 'Eevil Rich', there is only one re-deeming feature to these people.

They don't exist.

That's right — the problems in our nation are due mostly to government actions.Fixing these actions, rather than blaming a scapegoat, is what will solve these problems. Let me state as clearly as I possibly can: The "rich" in this country are not some kind of boogeymen that oppress the rest of us. The

Eevil Rich' are not the primary wealth-collectors, but the primary wealth-producers of our nation. The 'Eevil Rich' — and by far the most important, the Eevil Rich-vanillas — make products, employ people, buy and ship things, and feed what they make back into the economy in hundreds of ways. Even if the 'Eevil Rich' were to try to make money without improving the economy around them, they would find it impossible. And as if that weren't enough, the 'Eevil Rich' are taxed at a far higher rate than those of us who make less—so much so that the 'Eevil Rich' 1% of our nation earns approximately 18% of the total adjusted gross income, but pays some 35% of all the personal income taxes.

Is there a point at which someone can say you have too much, and now 1/3 of it is mine? According to the government, it seems there is.

Adam Smith, perhaps the greatest economist ever, once said that it is not to a businessman's sense of mercy or kindness that we appeal to, but his own self-love, and this is why our economic system works while others have failed miserably.

It makes a great "let's-get-even" tactic for a politician to tell you that he's going to make the 'Eevil Rich' pay for their crimes—but remember that to punish the 'Eevil Rich' is to punish success and to make achievement not worth the price.

You can respond to Ken's thoughts at compass_compass@hotmail.com.
Homosexual Rights Should Be Welcomed In Society

"Women are weak and defenseless."
"Blacks are incapable of controlling their sexual urges."

Voice these opinions today and you will most likely be beaten by an enraged mob. And rightly so. Yet it is okay to assume these same things about homosexuals, along with the opinions that they are perverted and promiscuous. The assumption that the majority of pedophiles are homosexual is also false. White, heterosexual males dominate this category. In a time when it is politically incorrect to be racist and sexist, it is still acceptable to be homophobic.

Since the 1930s, a gay subculture has emerged from the shadow of social hostility. A major turning point in the publicity of homosexuality occurred during World War II, when large numbers of young Americans left their hometowns to serve in a gender-seperated military. Soon after, the first gay drinking bars began operation.

Then, in 1952, President Dwight D. Eisenhower issued an executive order that barred homosexuals from all federal jobs. This prompted the FBI to begin a surveillance program that targeted gays and lesbians.

Today, homosexuals are denied many of the same rights heterosexuals enjoy. For instance, in America, homosexual marriage is illegal in 49 states, Hawaii being the exception. It is a common belief that homosexual marriage would be detrimental to family values. Is it understood that a 50% divorce rate among heterosexuals is a family value we want to promote and maintain?

In our country, inmates are allowed to get married while imprisoned. In a sense, society is implying that murderers, rapists, and child molesters are superior to homosexuals.

Homosexuals are also denied the right to adopt children. In a time when hundreds of thousands of children are parentless, one would think that placing kids with a loving family would be preferable to having them live in different institutions and foster homes.

Research shows that having a gay parent does not make a child gay. Homosexuals do not force their lifestyles on their children anymore than heterosexuals do — perhaps even less because they don't want their children to endure the discrimination they do. It is true that children with homosexual parents probably would be ridiculed, but what kid isn't? This a problem that society needs to overcome and not a problem that stems from homosexuals.

When it comes to the military, the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policy that Clinton enforced is just another form of discrimination against homosexuals. The policy, which forbids the military to question soldiers' sexual orientation or for soldiers' to disclose their sexual orientation, forces gay soldiers to live a lie. The assumption that spurred this policy — that gays harm troop morale — undermines the more important issue: Dishonesty harms troop morale.

One of today's most controversial issues is whether homosexuality is genetic. More evidence is being found to say that it is. Neurobiologist Simon LeVay conducted a 1991 study that reported a difference in the hypothalamus — a part of the brain that develops at a young age — between heterosexual and homosexual men.

Columnist Leonard Pitts of the Miami Herald makes a good argument for why homosexuality is not a choice when he writes, "If being gay means carrying a secret that sits on your heart like stones, if it means being reviled by preachers, rejected by family, and ridiculed by strangers, if it means living with the fear that someone one might take from you your career, your child, your very life, why would a person freely choose it?"

In the past, society would not have even accepted a woman CEO or a black man in the U.S. presidential cabinet. Today, it is completely acceptable that Jackie Ward runs Equifax and that Gen. Colin Powell, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is the present Secretary of State in George W. Bush's administration.

The movement for gay rights will continue to flourish in the years to come. Some of the same steps that enabled women and minorities to be recognized as equal to white males and also afforded them protection under the U.S. Constitution will one day award homosexuals with the same assurance of equality and protection. Do your part: Don't hinder this movement with the same ignorance that held women and minorities back for years.

You can respond to Kami's thoughts at oped_compass@hotmail.com.
French Club to Host Exchange Students

By Jamie LaNe
AE_compass@hotmail.com

Students from Lycee Jean de Pange, Gainesville College's sister school in France, will be visiting our campus during February 13-19. GC will send a group of students to France over Spring Break, March 9-17.

GC students enhanced their international awareness during "French Week," which took place throughout Oct and Nov. 2000. The cultural event at GC included activities that explored French culture. On college campuses around the country, students participated in various activities to broaden their understanding of international cultures from around the world. This took place during a nationally declared international education week.

"Because GC's international focus this year is on France, that time was chosen to emphasize the French culture," said Dr. Gille, international studies director.

On Oct. 25, Rosia Quinones, a foreign language major, spoke of her experiences studying abroad in France during the summer. She shared photos and cultural insights at a meeting of the Cross-Cultural Connections Club.

The James Ivory film, A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries, was shown on Nov. 1, at the suggestion of Nancy Babcock, the second speaker of the GC Colloquium series. The story follows a young American girl who lives most of her life in France and becomes accustom to French culture. She is faced with adjusting her ideas and social concepts, and battling culture shock when she moves back to America. The film expresses some of the differences between how children are raised in France and America. It also explores common misconceptions that many Americans have toward the French.

Elie Viviant, an engineer major and foreign exchange student of two years, spoke of his home in the Loire Valley of France on Nov. 6. The audience enjoyed French pastries as they were taken on a tour of France through pictures of ancient castles and elaborate chateaux around the region. Due to the history and longevity of the Loire, the region is said to spawn the most perfect form of French in existence. Elie also discussed the differences he has observed between American culture and his own.

On Nov. 8, Colloquium speaker Nancy Babcock presented "Cultural Exchange: Interactions with the French" on Nov. 8. Babcock is an international trainer of communication with degrees in psychology and diplomas in delivering health care across cultures, intercultural training design, and multi-cultural team building. In her presentation, Babcock discussed the differences between values and beliefs held by the French.

On Nov. 27, a concert of French music was held by the music department of classical French compositions.

Students should anticipate an art exhibit in April sponsored by the GC Art Club; "From Letters to Lettrisme." Lettrisme is a French visual/sound poetry and film movement founded in the 1940s by Romanian enigmatic artist Isidore Isou. The exhibit will include French art, a floating sculpture, and a talk by Dr. David Spector.

Math Club Begins 2001 With Contest

The first meeting of the semester was attended by some 60 students. There will be a gym/pool social in February, as well as a concert featuring X-nelo, which will be held on Feb. 26.

Le trisime to be Showcased at GC

In November 2000, Art Club sponsored $1000 for up to 5 contestants in an essay contest, which paid for a trip to New York City. The artwork that was submitted is on display in the Cyber Cafe.

On Jan. 18 the Art Club attended College Night at the HGIM Museum. They experienced Elie John's "Chorus of Light" photography exhibition, music from local bands, as well as poetry readings. Throughout February and March, Art Club is sponsoring an artist from Georgia Southern University to speak about the French movement called Lettrisme. A floating sculpture of one of GC's ponds, made by several French artists, will be showcased in honor of French Culture, which has been GC's cultural theme this year.

BSU to Hold Retreat in North Carolina

The Baptist Student Union will hold a Talent/No Talent Show Feb. 21. A Winter Bible Retreat will also be held on Feb. 23-25 to Black Mountain, N.C.

Phi Theta Kappa Students Honored

Certificates were awarded last October to students who have achieved a grade point average of 3.6 or higher at Gainesville College. Students honored included: Gavin Bacchus, Angela Olsen, Jon Krueger, Kami Stevens, Jessica Aiken, Qixing Overby, Jami Beckson, Jane Blake, Denise Martin, Zach Martin, Bethany Cochran, Donald Bowes, Dena Wood, Mary Peck, James Loudmilk, Christine Arvelo, Robert Luccardi, Susan Bruennmer, John Coghlan, Elie Viviant, and Iryna Ivashchuk.

Clubs Directory

President's Council: Meeting: November 17
Contact: Michelle J. Brown
(mdcbrown@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Second Wind: Meetings: Every other Thursday at 12 p.m. in Lower Faculty Dining Room in Student Center
Contact: Brenda Adams
(badams@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Southern Off-Road Bicycle Association (SORBA): Contact: Tom Savet
(tom.savet@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Students for Environmental Awareness: Meetings: Fridays at 12 p.m. in Room 136 of Science Building
Contact: Rachel Barr
(barr1054@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Student Government Association: Meetings: Every other Friday at 12 p.m. in Lower Faculty Dining Room in Student Center
Contact: Michelle J. Brown
(mdcbrown@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Students In Free Enterprises: Meetings: Fridays at 12 p.m. in Room 136 of Science Building
Contact: Katie Simmons
(ksimmons@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Contact:
ACAD II
Room 206
East Campus
Gainesville College
(386) 482-3760

Ambassadors: Meeting: Every other Thursday at 11a.m. in Larrison AB of Student Center
Contact: Shannon Mikes
(mikes0374@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Anime Club: Meetings: Thursdays at 3.00 p.m. in Larrison C in the Student Center
Contact: Dean Toppin
(xiamtim@comcast.net)

Art Club: Meetings: Mondays at 12 p.m. in Room 119 of Music Art Building
Contact: Stacey Hillman
(stollman@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Baptist Student Union: Meetings: Wednesdays at 12 p.m. in Larrison ABC of Student Center
Contact: Julie Sorel
(juls0309@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Campus Activities Board: Meetings: Every other Friday at 12 p.m. in Lower Faculty Dining Room in Student Center
Contact: Michelle S. Brown
(mdcbrown@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Campus Crusade for Christ: Meetings: Mondays at 12 p.m. in Larrison AB of Student Center
Contact: Sarah Brucker
(sbrucker@hernes.peachnet.edu)

College Republicans: Contact: Stephanie Kitchen
(kitchen98@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Computer Club: Meetings: Every other Wednesday at 12 p.m. in Room 138 of ACAD II
Contact: Tom Burns
(tburns@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Cross Cultural Connections: Meetings: Wednesdays at 12 p.m. in Room 188 of ACAD III
Contact: Ryan Turk
(wir5309@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Democrats/Republican Club: Meetings: Mondays at 12 p.m. in Room 103 of ACAD II
Contact: Douglas Young
(dyoun0894@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Future Health Professional: Meetings: Every other Wednesday at 12 p.m. in Science Building
Contact: Darrin Schwartz
(darrin0894@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Latino Student Association: Meetings: Wednesdays at 12 p.m. in Room 205 of Science Building
Contact: Lee Anuala
(leanuala@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Literature and Film Club: Meetings: Wednesdays at 12 p.m. in Room 177 of ACAD II
Contact: Erin Arrant
(earr0213@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Math Club: Meetings: Wednesdays at 12 p.m. in Room 138 of ACAD II
Contact: B.J. Cooley
(bcoo3399@mercury.peachnet.edu)

Multicultural Student Association: Meetings: 1st and 3rd Wednesdays at 12 p.m. in Larrison C of Student Center
Contact: Major Nelson
(mnelson@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Physics Club and Engineering Club: Meetings: Every other Wednesday at 12 p.m. in Room 226 of Science Building
Contact: J.B. Sharma
(jbsharma@hernes.peachnet.edu)

Contact:
ACAD II
Room 136
Science Building
Gainesville College
(386) 482-3760

At the Henry Wize Monument in Andersonville, GA are members of the DemocratsRepublican Club with Dr. Douglas Young on December 2, 2000. (L- R) Dr. Young, Stephen Raff, April Partin, James Kyle and Kristine Boms. Henry Wize was the commander of the famous Camp Sumter POW camp for Union prisoners in Andersonville during the war between the States. 
Biking Club Host Community Race

By Jamie LaNier
ALE_compass@hotmail.com

Most clubs at Gainesville College participate in some form of charitable community service. The Mountain Biking club has found a very unique way to get involved with members of the community, especially the kids. Over 450 participants and many more spectators turned out for the fourth annual Tumbling Creek Mountain Bike Rumble on GC’s trails on October 14. This race is an interesting enterprise in that it really combines the efforts of Gainesville College students and faculty with people from the community,” said race promoter Tom Sauret.

Race participants included students from GC and local high schools, as well as international students. The race was far from being solely a student event with divisions for all age groups. Professional race teams also attended to compete in the expert levels.

Racers completed anywhere from one to five laps, depending on levels of expertise. One race lap consisted of six miles of single track trails, which twisted in and out of the wooded areas behind the college. The Beginner races included the largest number of participants, most of which were children.

“The Gainesville trails tend to appeal to beginner racers,” said Belinda Sauret, co-promoter. “All proceeds from registration and tee-shirt sales go to support Gainesville Sorba’s Trips for Kids, with which GC’s mountain biking club is involved.”

“Trips for Kids is a program which sponsors disadvantaged kids,” said Heather Wall, director of Gainesville’s Trips for Kids. “Many of these kids have never gone mountain biking before.”

Children from local Boys Club and Girls Clubs along with area schools are loaned mountain bikes while they participate in a one day workshop on the basics of mountain biking. After duties speak to them about safety, the children learn and practice basic maneuvering skills. These kids also help do trail maintenance before races and participate in a few events as well.

According to Wall, the Gainesville chapter is 1 of 11 chapters for Trips for Kids across the nation. This chapter is unique in that helmets for the kids are donated by Safety Kids and “graduates” of the program get to keep them.

“The Trip for Kids program is really supported by both the efforts of people here on campus and in the community,” said Tom Sauret. “Without Tumbling Creek our resources would be even more limited than they are. It’s a great day not only for the college but also for the kids.”

Thanks to grants from local businesses such as Bike Town USA and Bank of America, the program has progressed rapidly in its first year of operation.

The mountain biking club has plans for spring semesters which include a bike expo where students and other members of the community have the opportunity to ride the latest styles in mountain bikes and full suspension technology. A trail maintenance camping trip to Ellijay is also planned for late March.

GC’s mountain biking club along with Gainesville SORBA members will work with hundreds of others from local mountain biking communities to renovate the popular Bear Creek trail. The club has embarked on a $50,000 project to build a boardwalk on the trail behind the school. The members of the mountain biking club will continue to work with children from the area in their Trips for Kids program throughout the year.
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